Scripture Matching
These pictures show events that are recorded in the scriptures. Look at each picture and circle which of the verses underneath describes the event taking place.

1. A. Daniel 6:22
B. Genesis 7:4

2. A. Matthew 3:16
B. John 12:12–13

3. A. Alma 46:12
B. 1 Nephi 16:28–29

4. A. Joseph Smith—History 1:30–33
B. Joseph Smith—History 1:11

Epistles in the New Testament
By Amie Jane Leavitt
Some of the Apostles in the New Testament wrote epistles, which are letters that include the Apostles’ teachings and testimonies. Use the clues to help you unscramble the names of some of the writers of epistles in the New Testament.

1. Y P E C E K U X K A Q M I D I
   B. N T W C M S I T P A B N E A
   C. O D E E N K J M F G A E C X Z
   D. H X R M A R Y M T L M F B B R
   E. I R N R N P F Y C M Z R H F F
   F. S O I K I M P C O Y Z I C A T
   G. M C T V D H A C R D G P M S T
   H. I S Y Q R G E R B B E I K Y M
   I. N B A J O W L R D L R N V W
   J. H C O V E N A N T I C G C L H
   K. Y H N J A E O R E Q A L W A E
   L. Y G M M S W I S B R X G P B S
   M. H E O M P X U Q P R F J E X R
   N. Y J J Z B Y G S A U O R Y D O
   O. U M F R Q L V N G N H G X E O

Temple Words
Find the 10 words about temples.

BAPTISM
COVENANT
ETERNITY
FAMILIES
HOLY
MARRIAGE
ORDINANCE
RECOMMEND
SACRED
SEAL

See answers on page 48.